G.I.Q. (Group Identity Quotient)  

Group Name ____________________  
(This is worth 10 points.)

Directions: Carefully read each statement below to determine the number of points your group can score and write the number in the points column. When your point column is filled up, add all individual points together for your group’s Total Points – fill this number in the blank provided. Keep in mind that you might be asked to “prove/justify” any one of the characteristics to the official judge. If you are not sure about the requirements for the objective, ask a judge to clarify or you may lose points.

Example: One point for each brother and sister. If Tim has 2 brothers, Mary has 1 sister and 1 brother, Sue has 4 brothers and 1 sister, Bob has 2 sisters, and Kim is an only child, the group scores 11 points.

One point to each player:

For every brother and sister. Points: _____

For each pet they take care of at this time. Points: _____

For each state/country they have lived in for more than a month. Points: _____

For already taking a shower/bath today. Points: _____

For each full year a player has been in school. Points: _____

For attending an overnight summer camp at some point. Points: _____

For each state visited since the beginning of this year – Jan. 1. Points: _____

For being a, or having been, a Boy/Girl Scout. Points: _____

For every different phone number they have. Points: _____

For every visible scar on their body (without removing clothes). Points: _____

For every paying job they have had. Points: _____

For every different Disney park they have visited. Points: _____

For every continent visited other then their home continent. Points: _____

Who has ever shaved their face. Points: _____

Who has ever shaved their legs. Points: _____

Who has helped clean up a city park. Points: _____

Who has ever gotten gum in their hair. Points: _____

Total points on this side __________
Five points…

For every different language group members can converse in. Points:_____

For every player who has had braces. Points:_____

For each player who has a famous relative (Hollywood, sports, TV) Points:_____

For any player who has won a spelling bee. Points:_____

To any player who has a Grandmother and/or Father over 90. Points:_____

For attending school, for over a month, in a country other than their own. Points:_____

To any player who has been an Eagle Scout. Points:_____

To any player who has won a prize at a contest. Points:_____

Who has had a foreign exchange student in their house. Points:_____

For each player who has done volunteer work (outside your house). Points:_____

Multiple points…

Counting Jan. as 1 point, Feb. as 2 and so on, total birthday points. Points:_____

For each players height (without shoes on) – 5 feet 10 inches = 15pts. Points:_____

Adding all shoe sizes together – 5.5, 7, 8.5, 4, 11.5, 10 = 46.5 Points:_____

Total points on this side:__________

Total points from side one:__________

Your G.I.Q is:______________